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1. Introduction
The main results of this paper concern the non-linear eigenvalue problem:
&u(x) + r(x)f(u(x)) + ku(x) = O for*elR", (1.1)
limu(jt) = 0, (1.2)
where r: UN—>U and / : U—>U are given functions satisfying the hypotheses
(Cl) and (C2) of § 4. In particular, / e C\U) and/(0) =/ '(0) = 0. Thus u = 0 is a
solution of (1.1), (1.2) for all A e U and the spectrum of the linearisation about
this solution is the interval [0, <»). We are interested in the existence of solutions
(A, u) with A <0 and u ^ 0 and, above all, in the behaviour of such solutions as A
approaches 0. For 1 =£p =£ °o, there is If -bifurcation at 0 if there exists a sequence
{(A«, un)} of solutions of (1.1), (1.2) such that
A«-»0 and \un\p-+0 asn-*oo, (1.3)
where |-|p denotes the usual norm on LP(UN). The notation for this is OeB(p).
On the other hand, if (1.3) is replaced by
An-»0 and |M W | P ->» asn-»«>, (1.4)
then there is asymptotic If -bifurcation and we write 0 e Bm(p). The results in this
paper give conditions on r, f, and p which distinguish the following situations:
(a) 0 $ B(p), Theorems 4.8 and 5.7;
(b) 0 e B(p), Theorems 5.7 and 5.9;
(c) 0 e floo(p), Theorem 5.7.
The earlier work on these questions can be summarised as follows. The first
papers [14, 25-28] deal only with L2-bifurcation and apply to cases where either
(i) limr(x) = 0 (1.5)
or
(ii) N^2 and r is radially symmetric. (1.6)
Subsequently [29, 33, 34], results were obtained for If -bifurcation with/? ¥=2, but
only in cases where either
(hi) N = 1 and r is even and decreasing (1.7)
or
(iv) N 2* 2 and r is radially symmetric and radially decreasing with
lim r(x)>0. (1.8)
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Furthermore, most of the results deal only with the case where f(u) = \u\°u for
some o > 0. In this paper, we deal with N ss 1 without requiring any symmetry or
monotonicity of r, and / need not be homogeneous. The results apply to cases
where r(<») = lim,xH>00 r(x) exists, but we can handle both r(<») = 0 and r(°°) > 0. A
first step in this direction was taken in [30, 31] where the case N = 1 with
0 <A «£ r(x) *£ B for x e U is discussed in considerable detail.
The method that we have used is based on the variational structure of (1.1) and
deals naturally with weak solutions of (1.1), (1.2) in the Sobolev space H1^").
In § 4, we show that under our hypotheses the notions of weak and classical
solution are equivalent. The point here is not so much to show that every weak
solution of (1.1) is indeed a classical solution, for this follows from standard
regularity theory, but rather to prove that the classical boundary condition (1.2) is
equivalent to the requirement that ueH\UN). In particular, we can conclude
that all solutions of (1.1), (1.2) (weak or classical) with A <0 decay exponentially
to zero as |*|—»°°.
From the results of § 4, it follows that for each A < 0, the problem (1.1), (1.2) is
equivalent to a problem of the form,
V/A(u) = 0 for ueH, (1.9)
where H is a real Hilbert space and JxeCl(H, U). Thus for A<0, we seek
non-zero stationary points of Jk in a case where
inf{/A(w): M e //} = -oo and sup{/A(u): ueH} = +oo.
One way of attacking this kind of problem goes back to work by Nehari [20, 6,
13] and amounts to finding critical points of the restriction of Jk to the following
set of natural constraints:
Vx = {ueH: w=£0 and <V/A(u), u) = 0},
where (•, •) is the scalar product of H. If we set
mA = inf{/A(w): ueVx},
it is enough to show that /A attains its minimum mk on Vk. Sections 2 and 3 deal
with this problem in the general Hilbert space context. In § 2 we give the basic
hypotheses about Jx that are used to show that V^  is a nice set and that mA > 0.
However, under these conditions, wA need not be attained (see Lemma 5.3) and
the main point of § 3 is to provide a set of conditions on /A which ensure that
there exists wA e Vk such that /A(wA) = mA. Roughly speaking, Theorem 3.6 asserts
that if mA can be increased by a weakly continuous perturbation of 7A then mA is
attained by /A. Of course the problem (1.9) may have solutions on V^  even when
7A does not attain its minimum on V .^ It is just that the variational characterisa-
tion of such solutions is more complicated. In some cases it is possible to
circumvent this by using a non-variational approach based on a rescaling of the
variables and an application of the implicit function theorem [32,18].
Finally in § 5, the general results of § 3 are applied to the problem (1.1), (1.2)
giving conditions on r and / which imply that for each A < 0 there exists uk e Vk
such that /A(wA) = wA. Furthermore, (A, wA) satisfies (1.1), (1.2) and uA(x)>0 on
IR .^ Estimates for mA in terms of |A| are calculated and then used to estimate \ux\p
in terms of |A| for p e [2, 2N/(N - 2)]. This leads to conditions for U-bifurcation.
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Some a priori lower bounds on the If -norms of solutions, proved in § 4, show
that these conditions are sharp and we can deduce criteria for asymptotic
If -bifurcation from them. Finally, the results are extended to the full range
/
Although the main issue here is If -bifurcation for (1.1), (1.2), a preliminary
step involves proving the existence of solutions for A<0. In cases (1.5) and (1.6)
this is relatively straightforward [2, 3, 23, 24, 27, 28], but when r(<») > 0 and r has
no symmetry the problem is more difficult. The most general approach so far is
due to P. L. Lions [17] using a method that he has called 'compactness-
concentration'. Ding and Ni [10] have also obtained results of this kind by
considering the Dirichlet problem on balls of increasing radii. In both cases an
essential feature is the comparison between an infimum for the given problem and
one associated with the problem where r is replaced by r(<»). The Theorem 3.6 is
a simple general result of this kind. The same sort of comparison has also been
used for other problems involving a lack of compactness, for example, by Bre"zis
and Nirenberg [4, 5] in dealing with critical Sobolev exponents.
The restrictions on the form of/imposed by the condition (C2) ensure that the
set Vx is radially diffeomorphic to the unit sphere in Hl(UN) and allow us to
measure the effect of rescaling elements of H\UN) so as to lie on Vx. In this way
we are able to give a relatively elementary solution of the problem. It might be
possible to obtain results on If -bifurcation under less stringent conditions on / by
using some more powerful variational techniques such as the 'mountain-pass'
results. This leads one to enquire whether the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 ensure
that the restriction of /A to Vk satisfies the Palais-Smale condition for values of Jk
in the interval (-<», mQ¥)). A result of this kind would also offer the possibility
of establishing the bifurcation of several branches of solutions using Lyusternik-
Schnirelmann theory. At present the only result concerning the bifurcation of
multiple solutions for (1.1), (1.2) is due to Ruppen [21] and deals with
L2-bifurcation under the restrictions (1.5) or (1.6).
2. Basic hypotheses for the variational method
We begin by setting out a list of conditions to be used in what follows.
Throughout this section H denotes a real Hilbert space with scalar product
(• , •) and norm ||-||.
(HI) <D e C\H, U) and <D': H-+H* is a bounded mapping.
The gradient of O is denoted by VO. Thus
<V3>(«), v) = 3>'(u)i/ for all u,veH.
For the discussion of the relevant properties of <P it is convenient to introduce
two auxiliary functions:
(w), u)=<P'(u)u (2.1)
and
<j>(u) = 0(M) - 2<D(a) for we/ / . (2.2)
(H2) <j>eCl{H, U) and cf>': //—»//* is a bounded mapping. Furthermore,
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there exist constants K > 0 and y 2* a > 2 such that, for all u e H\ {0},
4>(u) = #'(u)w ^ ar<S>(w) > 0, (2.3)
4>'(u)u ^  a4>(u), (2.4)
and
4>(u)^K{\\u\\°+\\u\n (2.5)
The hypotheses (HI) and (H2) fix the structure of the non-linearities we shall
discuss. The next two conditions describe their behaviour with respect to weak
convergence.
(H3) 0: H-*M is weakly sequentially lower semi-continuous.
(H4) VO(wfc)-* V3>(u) weakly in H whenever uk^u weakly in H.
For future reference, we note some elementary consequences of the hypotheses
(HI) and (H2).
(i) Foru€tf \{0},
<£(u) = <f>(u) - 2<D(K) **(a- 2)4>(u) > 0, (2.6)
P 0 by(2.9).
Hence r-* <f>(tu)t~2 is strictly increasing on (0,») with
^ ^ { | | i i | r + | | M | r } , (2.8)
and
(M) (by (2.4))
25 a4>(u) + 2orO(w) (by (2.3))
= oc<t>{u). (2.9)
(ii) Setting h(f) = <t>{tu)ra for t > 0 and we / / \ {0}, we have
and so
a>(u)/a f o r O < r ^ l , (2.10)
<&{u)ta ioit^l. (2.11)
In particular,
<t>(O) = V0(O) = O. (2.12)
(iii) Setting k(i) = <f>(tu)ra for r > 0 and « e i / \ {0}, we have
= O and lim <t>(tu)t~2 = + » (2.13)
forM€//\{0}.
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Using (2.4) instead of (2.9), we can obtain similar conclusions when <f> is
replaced by <j>.
3. Existence by constrained minimisation
In this section we always suppose that the hypotheses (HI) and (H2) hold and
we discuss the existence of solutions of the equation:
forueH\{0}. (3.1)
For the variational approach that we shall use, the following two functional play
a fundamental role. Let
(3.2)
and
g(u)=\\u\\2-<t>(u) for ueH.
Clearly / , g e C\H, U) and (3.1) is equivalent to
J'(u) = 0 w i thue# \{0} . (3.3)
On the other hand, g(u) = 0 for every solution of (3.1). It is well known that one
way of overcoming the difficulties connected with the indefiniteness of / on H, is
to consider / subject to the natural constraint g(u) = 0. With this in mind we set
V = {ueH\{0}: g(u) = 0} (3.4)
and
m = inf{/(w): ueV}. (3.5)
Noting that
J{u) = g(u) + 0(u) for all u e H (3.6)
and
J'{u)u = 2g(u) = g'{u)u + 4>\u)u, (3.7)
we see how the auxiliary functions <f> and 0 associated with <I> arise in this
approach to the equation (3.1). In particular, for all u € V we find that
/(M) = 0(M), g'{u)u = -4>'{u)u, (3.8)
and
m = inf{0(w): u e V}.
In general, V is not a bounded subset of H, but it does have many useful
properties. In particular, if (HI) and (H2) hold, it follows from (3.8) that
g'(u)u < 0 for all ueV, and consequently V is a C^manifold of co-dimension 1.
LEMMA 3.1. Let the conditions (HI) and (H2) hold.
(i) There exists 8>0 such that <f>(u) = \\u\\2 s* <5 for all ueV.
(ii) We have m > 0 and 0 < <5 =£ || u ||2 =£ (<x/(a - 2))/(w) for all ueV.
(iii) IfueV and J(u) = m, then u satisfies (3.1) and
Proof, (i) For ueV,
H«H2 = ^(")^(^){||«ir+l|w|r} by (2.8).
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Since y 5* a > 2, it follows that there exists 6 > 0 such that ||u||2 ^ <5 for all u e V.
(ii) FoTueH\{0},
<t>(u) = 4>(u)
*£0(u) + (2/(flr-2))0(ii) (by (2.6))
= (*/(*-2))0(i«). (3.9)
Hence, for «eV,
Thus, m 2= (1 - 2/ar)6 > 0 and 6 =s ||M||2 =£ (a/(a - 2))J(u) for ueV.
(iii) For weV,
S'(U)K = - $ ' ( « 0 " (by (2.7))
^-<x4>(u)<0 (by (2.4) and (2.6)).
If u e V and J(u) = m, it follows that there exists ^ e R such that J'(u)v = %g'(u)v
for all u € H. Putting v = u, we see that J'(u)u = %g'(u)u and so £ = 0 since
g'(u)u < 0 and J'(u)u = 0. Thus, J'(u)v = 0 for all v e H and this means that u
satisfies (3.1).
REMARK. The previous result shows that the manifold V is bounded away from
the origin in H and that any minimising sequence for / on V is bounded. Now we
prove that V is diffeomorphic to the unit sphere in H. In general, V is not a
bounded subset of H.
LEMMA 3.2. Let the conditions (HI) and (H2) be satisfied. Then there exists a
unique function s: H\ {0} —>• (0, <») such that
ifue H\{0} and t > 0 then tueV if and only if t = s(u).
Furthermore, s e C\H\{0}, U) and for all u e H\{0},
Proof. Let ty\ (0, oo) x H^> U be defined by
V(f, u) = ||w||2 - (f)(tu)t~2 for t > 0 and ueH.
Then t// e C\(0, oo) x H, U),
[<b'(tu)tu-2<b(tu)] (a-
y,(t,u)= ^ y v "**-* -3
by (2.9), and
ipu(t> w)^ = 2(w, v) — . (3.10)
t
Furthermore, for u e H\ {0} and t > 0, tu e V if and only if V(f, u) = 0.
By remark (iii) in § 2, for each u e H\{0}, there exists a unique value t = s(u)
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such that ip(s(u), u) = 0. Furthermore,
/ / x x (a-2)(b(s(u)u)
 n
and so, by the implicit function theorem, J e C1(H\{0}, R).
Also ^ ( ^ ( M ) , M)^'(M)^ + il>u(s(u), u)v = 0 for all u e H and hence,
\s(u)v\^
IS{U)V1
^ (a-2)<t>(s(u)u) '
But \it>u(s(u), u)v\ ^2 \\u\\ + s(u)~l \\V<t>(s(u)u)\\ by (3.10) for \\v\\ *£ 1. Hence
We can now begin to discuss the existence of solutions of equation (3.1).
THEOREM 3.3. Let the conditions (HI) to (H3) be satisfied. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) there exists ueV such that J(u) = m;
(ii) there exists {un} c V such that J(un)-^>m, un-*u weakly in H, and
<f>(un)^<p(u).
Furthermore, ifueV and J(u) = m then
0<\\u\\2^am/(a-2). (3.11)
In particular, (i) and (ii) are true if <f> is weakly sequentially continuous on H.
Proof That (i) => (ii) is trivial since we need only set un = u for all n eN. For
the converse we suppose that (ii) is satisfied. Then
(f>(u) = lim (f>(un) =*
by Lemma 3.1, and so u #0 . Also
||M||2 ^ lim inf \\un\\2 = lim inf tf>K) = cf>(u)
and so, in the notation of Lemma 3.2, s(u) =ss 1. But
0 < m ^ J(s(u)u) = <j>(s(u)u) ^ <£(«)
by remark (iii) of § 2. By (H3),
4>(u) =£ lim inf 0(wn) = lim inf J(un) = m
since un e V. Thus J(s(u)u) = m and <f>(s(u)u) = <p(u). Again by the remark (iii)
of §2, this implies that s(u) = l, ueV, and J{u)-m. The inequality (3.11)
follows from Lemma 3.1.
REMARK. By definition, there exists {vn} a V such that J(yn)^nn and, by
Lemma 3.1, such a sequence is bounded. Hence, by passing to a subsequence, we
can suppose that vn-*v weakly in H. Thus the condition (ii) in Theorem 3.3
amounts to requiring that we can construct a minimising sequence such that
0(Mn)"~* 0(M)- The construction of such a sequence can be arranged:
(a) trivially if 0 is weakly sequentially continuous,
(b) by symmetrisation under certain circumstances such as those in [29, 7].
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In general, however, under the hypotheses (HI) to (H4), the equation (3.1)
may have no solution other than u = 0. (See [31, Lemma 2.2] for an example.) In
seeking conditions which imply that (ii) does hold the following result is useful.
LEMMA 3.4. Let (HI) and (H2) hold. Then there exists {un} a V such that
/(un)-» m, un-* u weakly in H, and ||VJ(un)\\ -* 0.
Proof. Since g e C\H, U), V is a closed subset of H and as such is a complete
metric space. Then JeC(V, U) and J(u)^m>0 for all ueV. Hence by
Ekeland's £-variational principle [11], there exists ( K J C V such that
and
J(w)^J(un)-n~1\\w-un\\ forallweK
Then by Lemma 3.1 and the conditions (HI) and (H2), there exists N such that
\\Un\\*N and ||V<^(MM)||^TV for a l i n e d .
Now, for a l ive H\{0},
J(v) -J(un) =J(v)-J(s(v)v)+J(s(v)v)-J(un)
>J{v) -J(s(v)v) -n'1 \\s(v)v - un\\ (3.12)
and
\s(v)-l\ = \s(v)-s(un)\
^ \\v - un\\ sup{||Vj(2)||: \\z -un\\< Va<5)}
for \\v - un\\ < V(^6), where d is given by Lemma 3.1(i).
From Lemma 3.2 we conclude that
for ||v - un\\ *s Sn <min{l, V(£6)}. Thus for ||v - un\\ ^  Sn,
\\v — M-ll 6N
\s(v)~l\^~
 2 (by Lemma 3.1).{a-2)6
Setting D = 6N/(a - 2)62, we have that for ||u - un\\ =s 6n,
\\s(v)v - un\\ ^  \\s(v)v - v\\ + \\v - un\\
= E\\v-un\\, (3.13)
where E - D(N + 1) + 1. Also
\J(v) -J(s(v)v)\ ^ \s(v) - 1| \J'(d(v)v)v\,
where 6(v) lies between 1 and s(v). But J'(un)un = 0 by (3.7) since un e V, and so
we can choose 6n > 0 so small that
\J'(0(v)v)v\<n -1
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Hence for ||u - un\\ =£ 6nwe have
\J(v) - J(s(v)v)\ ^ Z ) | | U ~ M w l 1 , (3.14)
n
and so, by (3.12) to (3.14),
J(v) J(u)> D | | U ~ " J £»U-""IL (D + E)\\v-un\\
n n n
where D and E are independent of n. In particular, for ||z|| = 1 and 0< t < 6n)
J(un)_ (D + E)
t n '
and so J'(un)z 2* — (D + E)/n. Replacing z by — z, we obtain
\J'(un)z\^(D + E)/n foraU||z|| = 1
and so
forallnefU
REMARK. If / and g are both elements of C2(H, U), the existence of a sequence
having the properties of Lemma 3.4 can be established by considering the
behaviour as f-»oo of the differential equation
w(0) = wn e V where J(wn)—> m,
as in §4.4 of [8].
Having established these preliminary results, we can now turn to the main
theorems concerning (3.1).
THEOREM 3.5. Let the hypotheses (HI) to (H4) be satisfied and let {un} c V be a
sequence having the properties established in Lemma 3.4. Then either
(i) u = 0or
(ii) ue V, J(u) = m, and 0< ||w||2^ am/(a- 2).
In particular, if <f>(un)^> <j>(u) or <j>(un)-+ (j>(u), then (ii) is satisfied.
Proof. FoiveH,
(u,v) = \im (un,v)
= lim (V4>(M«), V) (by Lemma 3.4)
n—•oo
= <VO>(M),u> (by(H4)).
Hence u = V4>(u). If u # 0, then M e V and
/(M) = 0(M) S£ lim inf 4>(un) = lim inf J(un) = m
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since un e V. Thus J{u) = m if w ^ 0 and by Lemma 3.3, 0 < ||u||2 =£ aml{a - 2).
If
(j>(u) = lim 4>(un) = lim /(«„),
n—*•» n—»»
then 0 ( M ) = m =£ 0 and so u =£ 0. If 0 ( M ) = lmv^o 0(wn), then </>(w) ^ <5 > 0 and
so M =£ 0.
THEOREM 3.6. Let O ja{w/)> ffte conditions (HI) to (H4) and /ef
conditions (HI) and (H2). Suppose that <1> — V and <f> — \\) are weakly sequentially
continuous at 0. 77ien */ m(6) <m(W), tfiere ejciste w e
. Furthermore, u satisfies (3.1)
ll9
(or-2) (or-2)
REMARKS. In the above statement it is understood that
}, ( ) = {u e
= inf{J<p(u): ueV(<P)}, m(W) = inf{
Proof. Let {«„} c= V(3>) be a sequence having the properties established in
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that u = 0. Since W satisfies the conditions (HI) and (H2), it
follows from Lemma 3.2 (applied to W) that there exists s e C (H\{0), U) such
that s{un)un e VQ¥). Setting sn =s(un), we note that it is enough to prove that if
un —
k
 0 then
(a) \im[f(snun)-y(un)] = 0
n—*°°
and
0>) \im[ij>(un)-4>(un)] = 0>
n—»»
where 0(u) = 0 (M) - 2O(M) and V;(M) = \jj(u) - 2W(M). Indeed
m(W)^U(snun) = V)(^wn) = ^(5nwJ - Q(uH) + y>{un) - 4>(un) + 0(Mn)
and
' lim <£(«„) = lim /<!,(«„) =
Hence, if (a) and (b) are satisfied, then m(W)=£m(<I>) and we have a
contradiction. This means that u =£0 and then the result follows by Theorem 3.5.
To prove (a) we shall show that sn —> 1 and we begin by noting that
where 0n lies between 1 and sn. But \\un\\2 = <j)(un) and \\un\\2 = \p{snun)/s2n. If
sn ~
  j)(u) and \\u\\2 =
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sn ss 1, then by remark (iii) of § 2 (applied to ip), il>(snun)^s%ip(un) and so
1^s«-2^W»n\\\(KUn) = 1 | <t>{un)-y{un)
" " "XO (O |()
If 5n =£ 1, then by remark (iii) of § 2 (applied to xp), ip(snun)^s"ip(un) and so
By Lemma 3.1(i), there exists 6 >0 such that <p(un) 2= 6 for all n e N. Hence to
prove (a) we need only show that lim,,^ *, [0(wn) — ip(un)] = 0 when un^0 (since
we are supposing that u = 0), and this is just the weak sequential continuity of
<f> - V at 0 since 0(0) = xj>(0) = 0.
Finally, we note that (b) follows from the weak sequential continuity of ^  — 0
at 0, since i / ; -0 = i / / - 0 - 2(W - <I>). This completes the proof of the theorem.
The previous result can be reformulated as a kind of perturbation theorem for
the existence of solutions of (3.1).
COROLLARY 3.7. Let 3> and W both satisfy the conditions (HI) to (H4).
Suppose, in addition, that
(a) there exists v e K(W) such that J^(v) = m^) and <p(tv) > y(to) for all
t>0,
(b) 3> — V and 0 — ip are weakly sequentially continuous.
Then m(Q>) < mQV) and there exists M e V(O) such that /«,(«) = m(<I>).
Furthermore, u satisfies (3.1) and
Proof. By the definition of 0 and \p,
{tv)
-^
W)>0, forallr>0,
and so <P(tv)>V(tv) for f>0 since 0(0) = W(0) = 0. For ueF(W), set
r(f) =/v(fu) for t^O.By the definition of V(V), ft; € V(W) if and only if r'\t) = 0
and t > 0. Hence by Lemma 3.2 (applied to W), t = 1 is the only stationary point
of r on (0, oo). Furthermore, r(0) = 0 < r(l) = m(W) and, by (2.11), l im,^ r(t) =
—t». Hence
Mv) = r(l) > r(t) =Jv{tv) for all t e (0, «)\{1}.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.2, there exists s(v) >0 such that s(u)u e V(<I>).
But ||u||2 = ip(v) < 0(i>) and so by remark (iii) of § 2, s(v) < 1. Hence
The result now follows from Theorem 3.6.
4. Properties of solutions of (1.1)
The general theory of §3 applies to the eigenvalue problem (1.1), (1.2)
provided that the given functions r and / satisfy the following conditions.
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(Cl) r: IR^-^IR is Holder continuous, lim^^oo r(x) = r(<») exists, and there
exists t^O such that
0<A^r(jc)(l + |jc|) f^5 foralljceR". (4.1)
REMARKS. 1. Clearly r(«>) = 0 if t > 0, and r(oo) > 0 if t = 0.
2. The Holder continuity of r is required in order to allow us to discuss
classical solutions of (1.1). If one,is content to treat only weak solutions, this
condition can be dropped.
(C2) f(s) = E?=ia, \s\Ois for seU where a, >0 and 0 < a x < . . . < o n <
4/(N - 2). (If N «= 2 we simply require on < <».)
It follows that / e C\U) and that /(0) =/ '(0) = 0.
As explained in the introduction, we are interested in solutions of (1.1), (1.2)
with A < 0 and u & 0. The set of classical solutions is
Se = {(A, w) e IR x C2(UN): A <0, u ^ 0 , and (1.1), (1.2) are satisfied},
but the variational approach leads naturally to the set of weak solutions,
S = [(A, u)eIR xH\U N ) \ A<0, u ^ 0 , and
f [Vw • Vv - rf(u)v - AMU] dx = 0 for all v e C%(RN)}.
In this section we establish various properties of such solutions and we show, in
particular, that 5^  = 5. In the next section we apply the results of § 4 to prove that
s =£ 0 and to discuss Lp-bifurcation.
Foru: R"-»IR, let
F(u)(x) = r(x)ttu(x)) (4.2)
and
*(«) = £ [ {^.HxT^dx. (4.3)
LEMMA 4.1. Let (Cl) and (Cl) hold. Then
(i) F: H\UN)-*[H\UN)]* boundedly and continuously,
(ii) <& 6 C^H^IR^), IR) anrf V(u)v = ]usF{u)vdx for all u, veH\UN),
(Hi) <I>: / /^IR^)-*^ is weakly sequentially continuous if and only ift>0.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 of [27].
It is convenient to use the following notation. For A < 0,
IML = {|Vu|l-AN!}l (4.4)
defines a norm on /^(IR^) which is equivalent to the usual one. (Here and
elsewhere |u|p denotes the usual LP(UN) norm of u.) Let H denote H\UN). Let
A(M) = | |u | | i -2*(u) , (4.5)
where $ is defined by (4.3).
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LEMMA 4.2. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied and consider A < 0.
Then,
{i)JxeC\H,R),
(ii) (A, u)eS if and only ifueH\{0} and J'k(u)v = 0 for all veH.
Proof, (i) This follows from Lemma 4.1 and we have
J'k(u)v = 21 (Vw. VM - AMU - rf (u)v) dx for u,veH.
(ii) This follows from (i) since rf(u) = F(u) e H* and C£((RN) is dense in H.
The remainder of this section is devoted to establishing the regularity of weak
solutions of (1.1), the exponential decay of classical solutions of (1.1), (1.2),and
finally the equivalence of weak and classical solutions. We begin this programme
by quoting two fundamental results. The first deals with the regularity of the
Laplacian on IR^ and the second establishes the exponential decay of eigenvalues
of the Schrodinger equation.
We recall that if ueLp(UN) for some l^p^co, then u defines a tempered
distribution.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let h be a tempered distribution on UN and consider the
equation
0 (4.6)
in the sense of distributions for A < 0.
(i) There is a unique tempered distribution satisfying (4.6).
(ii) / / heLp(UN) for some ls£p=s=a>, then the solution ueLp(UN) and
\M I"IP ^ \n\p- Furthermore, ifl<p<oo, then u e W2>P(UN) and
(iii) / / h 5= 0 (h =£ 0) in the sense of distributions, then
ueWl£(MN) forl<p<N/(N-l) and inf ess u (x) > 0 for all R >0.
Proof. This is part of Proposition 27 in [9, Chapter II, °8], combined with the
Calderon-Zygmund estimate [22, Chapter III, Proposition 3],
— | - **Ap\Au\p for all u e W2'P(RN).
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let q e C(UN) be such that l im , , ^ q(x) = 0.Ifue C2(UN) is
a solution of
Au(x) + [A + q(x))u(x) = 0 for x e RN,
lim u(x) = 0,
with A < 0, then lim,^*, u(x)eaM = 0 for all a e (0, V|A|).
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Proof. Fix are(O, V|A|) and set 8 = |A| - a2. Since lim|Jt|_»oo^(jc) = 0, there
exists R > 0 such that <?(*) «s 6 for all |JC| s= /?. Let
where M = max{\u(x)\: \x\ = R), and for L >R, let
Q(L) = {x e UN: R < \x\ < L and u(x) > w(x)}.
Then Q(L) is open and, for x e Q{L),
A(w - u)(x) = [
=s ar2w(;c) + [- |A| + 8]u{x) (since M(X) > 0 on Q(L))
= ar2(w(x:) - u(x))
By the maximum principle, for x e Q(L),
w(x) - u(x) 5= min{(w - u)(x): x e dQ(L)}
5= mini 0, min (w — u)(x) \.
I \x\=L J
Since lim|XH>00 u{x) = lim^^a, w(x) = 0, by letting L-> w, we find that
W(X)-U(JC)2=0
for all |*| 5*/?. Applying the same result to -u, we obtain that \u(x)\ ^ w(x) for
all |*| 2s R and the result follows.
LEMMA 4.5. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) hold and suppose that (A, w) € 5.
w e C2(R") D W2'P(1RN) /or allp e [2, «)
and, in particular,
lim w(x)= lim |VW(JC)|=0.
|X|—*•» |JC|-»oo
Proof For l ^ i ^ n , set hi = rai\u\fJi u. Since w e H = H\UN), u e LP =
LP(UN) for 2^p<2N/(N-2) and so h^LF for T ^ / ? < T , where T =
max{l, 2l{ox + 1)} and rf = 2N/(N - 2)(a, + 1). Recall that r, = +oo if TV ^ 2.
Let M, be the unique tempered distribution satisfying
Then w, e W2'P(UN) for r < p < T,. Furthermore, F(u) = E?=i ^ , and u e H\UN)
satisfies
Au + Au + F(w) = 0 onIR",
in the sense of distributions. Hence by the uniqueness in Proposition 4.3, we have
M = E7=IM,. Thus ueW2'p(UN) for r<p<rn, and by the Sobolev embeddings
[1,15], u e L^R") where
x<q<NTn/(N-2rn) ifrn
and
T < q< oo if rn
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The condition rn 2= 2^ is equivalent to on *£ (6 — N)/(N — 2), and in this case we
have u e Lq for 2 «£#<<» and consequently ht eLp for 2 *s/? < °°. Hence when
rn 2= A^f, we have w, e Vy2lP for 2 «£/? < 00 and the result is established.
For the case where rn < \N we first observe that Nrn/(N - 2zn) > 2N/(N - 2)
since on < 4/(N — 2). Thus when xn < \N we can assume that there exists
Tk >2N/(N-2) such that u e Lq for 2^q< Tk. But then ht e IP for T =sp <
TJ(Oi + 1) and so «, e W2-p for T < p < 7i/(a, + 1). The Sobolev embeddings now
yield w, e Lq where
T < q < NTk/(N(a, + 1) - 27fc) if T, < iN(a, + 1)
and
r<q<oo \iTk^ ±N(Oi + 1).
Thus u e Lq where
r < q < NTJ(N(on + 1) - 2Tk) if Tk < \N{an + 1)
and
T < q < oo if Tk 25 iJV(an + 1).
If Tk < \N{an + 1), we set
NTk
k+l
 N(on + l)-2Tk'
and observe that Tk+x>Tk since Tk>2N/(N-2). In this way we construct an
increasing sequence Tk such that
7l+1 1
Tk (an + l)-2TJN'
If Tk < \N{on + 1) for all k e N, we would have
lim Tk = L and 1 = - — — - —
*-^.oo (an + 1) -
Hence L = \Non, implying that
which is false. Thus there exists k e N such that Tk 2= \N(on + 1), and the proof is
now completed as in the case where rn 2= 2^-
We have shown that u e W2'P(UN) for all p e [2,00). The remaining statements
in Lemma 4.5 are consequences of this and the Holder continuity of r and /.
LEMMA 4.6. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied and consider
(A, u) e ST. Then
lim eaWu(x) = 0 for all a <V|A|.
Proo/. Set
1=1
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Clearly q e C(UN), q(x) ^  0 for all x e UN, and lim|Jt|^ oo q(x) = 0. The result now
follows from Proposition 4.4.
We end this section by summarizing the properties of solutions of (4.1).
THEOREM 4.7. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied. Then
(i) se=s,
(ii) if (A, u) € V, then
u €Lp(UN)n C\UN)D W2>«(UN) forl^p^ooandl<q<oo.
Furthermore,
lim ea™u(x) = 0 /or a//or < V|A|
lim |Vw(x)|=0.
|x|-»»
Proof, (i) By Lemma 4.5, we already have S c£f. Supposing that (A, u) e 5f
we conclude from Lemma 4.6 that «eLp(IRA') for all l ^ p ^ o o , and so
F(u) e Lq(UN) for all 1 ^ q ^oo. But then Proposition 4.3 with /i = F(w) implies
that u e ^ - ' ( R ^ ) for 1 < q <oo. In particular, (A, «) e 5 and s o ^ c 5 .
(ii) This follows from the inclusions noted in part (i) and from Lemmas 4.5 and
4.6.
THEOREM 4.8. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied. There exists a
constant C(p) > 0 such that
forall(X,u)eS
under the following conditions:
(i) N^Sand
max{l, \Non} ^p<NaJ(2-t)ifO<t^2,
max{l, \Non}^p^co ift>2,
p = \Nox ift = 0,n = l, and Not 5= 2;
(ii) V^ = 2 and the same restrictions as in (i) except that we require p < oo in
addition when t>2;
(iii) N = 1 and the same restrictions as in (i) except that we require p «£ ox in
addition when t > 1.
Proof, (i) For N ^  3, there exists A(N) > 0 such that
\U\INI(N-2)^A{N)\VU\\ iox2\\ueH = H\UN). (4.7)
Since (A, u) e 5,
|VM|1 - A |u|i - f rf(u)u dx = 0 (4.8)
with A < 0, and so
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Also \r\s < oo if ts > N, and |r|oo < °° for 15= 0. Using Holder's inequality we obtain
TIN,, \(N-2)/NJ l f 1 \ / f
f |M| UA I I f \U\ CM. I I I |M
•a
provided that s^l and l/s, +1/^ = 1. Let 0<f=£2. Choosing /, = 2p/a(JV we
have U ^ 1 when p ^ JanM and iNstt > N when p < o1Nl(2 -1) since
- l = l .5, r, 2p
Thus
2 i M j w , | M | ? and | r | i A f c | ,
for l^i^n. This proves the result when N^3 and 0 < t ^ 2 . For N2= 3 and t>2
we note that the above choice of tt is acceptable for max{l, \Non} =sp s£oo. For
N 5s 3 and f = 0we use ^ = 1 and {r^ < oo to obtain the result when n = 1.
(ii) For the case where N = 2, we replace (4.7) by the inequality
N,*Cta,r)|Va£|u|J-a forl^r^^, (4.9)
where a = l — r/q. This is a special case of Theorem 7.1 of [15, p. 34]. Now
f rf(u)u dx (for (A, u) e S, by (4.8))
JnN
1=1
provided that s, ?= 1 and 1/5, + 1/f, = 1. By (4.9),
\u\(oi+2)tt^~- ^ I v t*l2 lMlr, >
where or, = 1 — (^/(a, + 2)tt). Choosing tt =p/Oi and r, = p we have ^ 2= 1 and
a, = 2/(a, + 2). Furthermore, (a, + 2)tt > p = r, ^  1. Hence
and so
where 1/5, + 1/r, = 1. Noting that stt > 2, since p < 2oJ(2 -1) when 0 < t ^ 2, we
see that this proves the result for 0 < t *s 2 and N = 2.
The same choice of f, and r, yields the result when t > 2. If f = 0 and n = 1, we
use fi = 1.
For the case where N = 1, we replace (4.9) by
M,*Cfo,r)|M'|f |K|J-« forl^r*s<7, (4.10)
where cr = 1 - r(# + 2)lq(r + 2). The proof is similar to the case where N = 2. By
(4.10),
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where
r,[(q, + 2)t
( a +( ,  2 ) ^ + 2) '
We choose r, -p and f, so that a^Oi + 2) = 2. Thus f, =p/(a I - p ) and we have
the further restrictions that tt 2= 1 and stt > 1 where 1/s, + 1/f,- = 1. These
requirements lead to the restrictions \ox ^p < a, and p < a,/(2 - t ) . When t > 1
and /? = <7x, we can take tt = » and $,- = 1.
5. Bifurcation theory
In this section we apply the result of § 3 to the problem (1.1), (1.2). For this we
maintain the notation introduced in § 4. In particular, for A < 0,
N U = {|Vu|i-A|M|i}* and H = H\UN).
Also, F, O, and Jx are defined by (4.2), (4.3), and (4.5) respectively. By Lemma
4.1, O satisfies the condition (HI) of §2 and we define 0 and 0 by (2.1) and
(2.2).
LEMMA 5.1. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied. Then <I> satisfies the
conditions (HI) to (H4) with a = ox + 2 and y = on + 2. Furthermore, O, <j), and
0 are weakly sequentially continuous on H if and only ift>0.
Proof By Lemma 4.1, $ satisfies (HI) and
r\u\a>+2dx, (5.1)
4>(u) = 4>(u) - 2*(M) = i - ^ - [ r |ur + 2 dx. (5.2)
As in Lemma 4.1, it follows that <\>, (j> e C\H, U), that
<P'(u)v = 2
 flj(a, + 2) f r \u\a< uv dx, (5.3)
(5.4)
1=1
that 0 ' and 0 ' map H continuously and boundedly in H*, and that <f) and 0 are
weakly sequentially continuous if and only if t > 0. Furthermore,
and
£(u) ^ K{\u\l\X\ + \u\Zll) ^ K(k){\\u\\V+2 + IMir2},
by the Sobolev embedding theorem. Thus (H2) is satisfied with oc= ox + 2 and
y = on + 2.
For (H3) we note that s-> \s\°i+2 is a convex function and so for all u,veH,
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Thus if uk^u weakly in H,
<j>'(u){uk-u)-*Q and lim inf <j>{uk) ** 0(M).
Thus <j> is weakly sequentially lower semi-continuous on H. For (H4), we suppose
that uk^u weakly in H and, for v e CQ(UN), we consider
- V<I>(M), V) = ®'(uk)v - O'(u)u
= ^ aS r{\uk\ai uk-\u\Oi u}v dx,
1=1 Jfl
where 5 c= UN is a ball such that supp v c 5 .
As in Lemma 5.2 of [27], using the compactness of the embedding
H\B)czLp(B) forl^p<2N/(N-2),
and the fact that u->\u\Oiu maps L°i+2(B) continuous into L(CT-+2)/(a'+1)(#), we
deduce, from the estimate
r{\uk\°' uk - \u\<» u}v dx K\\uk\a> uk - \u\°> M|(< \Oi+2,
that
lim (V®(uk) - V O ( M ) , V) = 0 for all v e C%(UN).
k
But by Lemma 4.1, V3>: H-+H is a bounded map. It follows that
lim < V<D(«fc) - V#(w), u > = 0 for all v e H,
and so the condition (H4) is satisfied.
Having verified the basic hypotheses for the variational method, we can now
apply the main results of §3 to the problem (4.1). We begin by estimating the
inflmum of / on V.
With H = H\UN), we set
V, = {ueH\{0}: \\u\\l = (f>(u)}
and
mx = ini{Jx(u): u e Vk) = inf{0(u): u e Vk).
LEMMA 5.2. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied and let A <0.
(a) For N^l and 0^t<2, there exists 1 < 0 such that
mK^E |A|(o.(2-">+2(2-')>/2<'« for k< A < 0 ,
where E is a positive constant depending on N and t but not on A.
(b) For N=l and t s* 0, there exists A < 0 such that
where E is a positive constant.
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Proof. For k > 0 we set -k2 = A and vk(x) = e"*1*1. Then vk e H,
where
C — 1\v\ Je My[dy,
\Vvk(x)\2 = k2vk(x)2 for all x =£ 0,
Also, for 1 =s i «s n,
n f
I a,,+2 J V _0(^)=|i«,(/i^r
where
and
f
 r(y-
where
D((t) = 2~'A I |y|-'e-(«*+2)iyi rfy.
Thus
^ where 0 < J t ^ l and Bi{t) = aiDi{t). (5.5)
Now ^(u^)^ e Vx for ^(u^) = sk > 0 provided that
\\vk\\l = s^MskVk)- (5.6)
Since 0(5;fci'jfc)^5]fc1+20,(u^), we have that
2CNk2~N^sl'k'-^B^t) for 1 ^ i ^ n and0<) t ^ 1,
and so
Consequently, for 0 «s t < 2, there exists kt e (0,1] such that sk < 1 for 0 < k ^ kt.
Returning to (5.6), we obtain \\vk\\\&sj}fa(vk). But
n
mx ^ 4>(skvk) = 2
i=i
where
a, + 2)
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since 0 < sk ^ 1 and 0 < vk < 1. Thus
*££
= £|A|<
where 0 =£ t < 2 and 0 < |A|* < kt. The constant E depends on N and t.
For N = 1, it is possible to replace (5.5) by an alternative estimate which leads
to a useful result even for t s* 2. In fact, for 1 =s i s£ n,
<t>i{vk) = ai\
^aie-(ai+2)kd\ r{x)dx (for all 6 >0)
^ | f l |e- ( a '+ 2 ) A : 6 mini [ r(^) dx,l\ (for <$ > 60)
^kminjl r(x)d ,^ l]
= /«:, (forO<A:<A:0). (5.8)
From (5.6) we obtain, for 0 < k < k0,
IC.k^sV^iv^sVKu
and so there exists k > 0 such that sk < 1 for 0 < k < L Hence
(
as before, and
, = i
by (5.8).
Next we observe that the conditions (Cl) and (C2) do not imply that Jx attains its
minimum on Vx for A < 0.
LEMMA 5.3. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied and suppose, in
addition, that n = landO< r(x) < r(») for xeRN. Then, for A < 0, /A(«) > mA for
allueVk.
Proof Suppose that there exists ueVk such that Jk(u) = mx. Since \u\ e Vx and
h(\u\) = h{u), we can suppose that u(x) ^ 0 for all x e UN. But then by Lemma
4.2, (A, w) e 5 = Sf and by Proposition 4.3(iii), u(x) > 0 on UN.
For T e R and ex = (1, 0,..., 0), let uT(x) = u(x - Tex). Then ||Mr||A = ||u||A for
all T e U and
= [ axr(x) \u(x - Tejr*2 dx = f fllr(x + Tex) \u{x)\°>+2 dx.
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By dominated convergence,
lim
T-*cc
= f
since r{x) < r(«>) and u(x) > 0 for all x e UN.
Hence there exists T > 0 such that <f>(uT)> 0(u) and setting s(T) = s(uT), we
see that
s(T)uT e Vk with s(T) < 1.
Then
—^rWsrWr) (since n = 1)
x + 2/
(since * r < l and ||ur|U = |MU*0)
From this contradiction we must conclude that
JJXU) > mx for all u e Vk.
In establishing the existence of solutions of (1.1), (1.2), it is convenient to
distinguish three different situations. First of all, the case where t > 0 in (Cl) is
easiest since O is weakly sequentially continuous. Next the case where r is
constant is treated by constructing a special minimising sequence by symmetrisa-
tion. Finally, cases where t = 0 and r is not necessarily radially symmetric are
treated by comparison with the case where r is constant.
THEOREM 5.4. Let the conditions (Cl) and {Cl) be satisfied with t > 0. Then for
each A < 0, there exists uA e Vx such that /A(WA) = wA and
Furthermore, (A, ux)eS = Sf and uk(x)>0 for allxeUN.
Proof. The existence of wA follows immediately from Theorem 3.3 and Lemma
5.1. Furthermore, since ||w||A, <£(«), and <f>(u) remain unchanged when u is
replaced by \u\, we can suppose that the sequence {un} in Theorem 3.3(ii) is such
that un^0 on UN. But then u5=0 on UN and, applying Proposition 4.3(iii) with
h = r \u\au, we can conclude that uk(x) >0 for all x e UN.
THEOREM 5.5. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied with r constant on
RN. Then for each A < 0, there exists wA e Vx such that /A(wA) = mA and
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Furthermore, (A, uk)eS = £f and uk is positive, radially symmetric and radially
decreasing on UN.
Proof. Let {wn}<zVk be a sequence such that \imn^.00Jk(wn) = mk. As in
Theorem 5.3, we can suppose that wn^0 on UN and by Lemma 3.1(ii),
I W I A ^ C for all n eN. Let w* be the Schwarz symmetrisation of wn [16, 19].
Then |K*||A*s|K||A, 0(wI) = ^K), $W) = % ) , and <£«) = 0K).
Let un=s(w*)w* where s: /A{0}-»(0, <») is defined in Lemma 3.2. Since
M>W e Vk, we have ||ivR||i = 0(ivR) and so HwJHl^ 0(w*). Thus by remark (iii) of
§ 2, s(w*) ^ 1 and
h(un) = 4>(un) (since un e Vx)
^0(w*) (since
= Ji(wn) (since ivn e KA).
Hence {un}aVk is a minimising sequence for /A and we can suppose that un^u
weakly in H and ||ww||A^C for all neN. Since un = u*, it follows that
un(x) = vn(\x\), vn is decreasing, and
f
Jo
f o r
where w^ is the area of the unit sphere in UN.
Using this estimate, it follows as in Lemma 6.3 of [27] that <f>(un)^xf)(u).
Hence by Theorem 3.3, u e Vk and Jk(u) = mk. Furthermore, since un = u*, it
follows that u = u*. The positivity of u on IR" is established using Proposition
4.3(iii) as in Theorem 5.4.
THEOREM 5.6. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) hold with t = 0 and suppose that
there exists xoeUN such that
f r{x)dx g/•(»)[ dx forallc>0ifN^2,
J\X-X0\=C J\X-X0\=C P-9)
r(x0-c) + r(x0 + c) J 2r(oo) forallc>OifN = l.
Then for each A < 0, there exists ukeVk such that Jk(uk) = mk and
Furthermore, (A, uk) e S = Sf and uk{x) > 0 for all xeUN.
Proof By translation we can suppose that x0 = 0. Setting
>R"«=1
and
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we apply Corollary 3.7. By Theorem 5.4, there exists vx e V (^W) such that
Jv(vk) = mk(W) and vx(x) = wx(\x\) > 0 for x e UN. Then, for t > 0,
r(x
= 2aita>+2\ wk{c)°>+2\
i = l JO J\y\=\ \ c
dydc
\y\=c
Thus the hypothesis (a) of Corollary 3.7 is satisfied and the hypothesis (b) follows
from Lemma 5.2 of [27].
THEOREM 5.7. Let the conditions (Cl) and (Cl) be satisfied and ift = O, suppose
either that r is constant or that r satisfies (5.9). For A<0, let (A, uk)eS = £f be the
solution given by Theorems 5.4 to 5.6.
(a) For N ^  1 and 0 =s t < 2 there exist k < 0 and E > 0 such that \ux\q ^ E \A|y
for k < A < 0, where
(2-t)-NoJq
 J (qe[2,2N/(N-2)] when N^ 3,y = and \
2ax Iqe [2,») when N^2.
(b) For N = l and t^O there exist k<0 and E>0 weft tfwrt \uk\q =s£ |A|y/or
A<A<0, where
lz^llR
 and qe[2,«>).
(c) We have Oe B(p) under the following conditions:
N^3 and p e [2, 2N/(N-2)] withNox<p(2-t);
N = 2 and p2=2 with2ox<p(2-t);
N = l and p^2 with o1<max{p(2-t),p}.
We have that 0$B(p) under the conditions given by Theorem 4.8.
We have that 0 € Bx(p) under the following conditions: either
N^2 and 1 ^p <NoJ(2-t)<2N/(N-2),
where
(2 - t)on <2ox ifO<t<2,
n = l ift = O;
or
„ , , , [oj(2-t) forO^t^l,N = l and l^p< v ' \iox fort>\,
where
(2-t)on<2ol ifO<t^l,
on<2o1 ift>\,
n = \ ift = O.
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REMARKS. 1. Comparing the conditions for OeB(p) with those for 0$B(p),
we see that the restrictions,
No1<p{2-t) ioxN^l,
o1<max{p(2-t),p} forN = l,
required for If -bifurcation are sharp. The other restrictions can be removed by
additional work as in Theorem 5.9.
2. The fact that asymptotic If -bifurcation can sometimes be established as a
direct consequence of If -bifurcation (for a different value of p) was first pointed
out to me by Professor J. F. Toland. His argument was based on the
Cwikel-Lieb-Rosenbljum bound for eigenvalues of the Schrodinger operator
(hence N^3), whereas here we use the lower bound for the Z/-norm of a
solution established for N^ 1 in Theorem 4.8 by a direct application of Sobolev
inequalities.
Proof, (a) For N 2* 3,
l"U(Ar-2)^C|Vw|2 forallMei^flR"). (5.10)
For A < 0,
\M\l = |VuA|| - A |uA|l =£ ( K + 2)fo1)mkt
and so
C|A|6 (5.11)
and
Kb^lAI6-* forA<A<0, (5.12)
where 6 = (ot(2 -N) + 2(2 - t))IAox by Lemma 5.2(a). By Holder's inequality,
where q'1 = \Q + (1 - d)(N - 2)/2N. Since 6 - \Q = (q(2 -t)- Na1)/2a1^, this
proves the result for N 5= 3.
For N = l,2, we replace (5.10) by (4.10) and (4.9) respectively and then use
(5.11,12) to obtain the desired result.
(b) This follows as for part (a) except that we use Lemma 5.2(b) instead of
5.2(a).
(c) The bifurcation condition is found by ensuring that the exponent y in parts
(a) and (b) is positive. The conditions prohibiting bifurcation are immediate
consequences of Theorem 4.8.
Bifurcation from infinity is established by using the interpolation inequality
1 Q \ — 0
Mr^Mglu^-6 where l^p^r^q and - = - + .
Under the conditions in the statement of the theorem, we can choose r < q with r
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.8 and q the conditions for bifurcation. It
follows that
lim \uAp = +00 forls£p<r.
A — 0 -
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Finally, we show how 'boot-strapping' techniques can be used to extend the
conclusion of Theorem 5.7 from the range q e [2, 2N/(N - 2)] to the full interval
1 ^ q «s oo.
LEMMA 5.8. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied and consider
(k,u)eS = Sf with u(x) >0on UN. Then for q e [1, oo),
with equality for q — \.
Proof. For R >0, let B(R) = {xe UN: \x\<R}. Then
- f (AM)M9"1 dx = I luq + 2 a,rua'+« dx
since (A, u) e S, and
- f (AM)U*- 1 dx = - f |^ M9"1 rfx + f ( q - \)uq-2 |VM|2 (ic.
Jfl(/«) J3B(R) °n JB(R)
If ^ > 1, it follows from Theorem 4.7 that
lim I —dn
and so
f v
If q = 1, we note that
[ ydx=-j Audx
r "
J\x\>R i = 1
by the exponential decay of u established in Theorem 4.7. Hence
I Au(x)dx = 0 and f AM + £ 0,rMa'+1 dx = 0.
* R A ' - M R ^ i = l
THEOREM 5.9. Ler the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied and ift = O, suppose
either that r is constant or that r satisfies (5.9). For A < 0, let (A, MA) e S = Sf be the
solution given by Theorems 5.4 to 5.6.
(a) Suppose that 0^t<2 and, when N^3, suppose also that (N — 2)on<
2(2 -1) . Then for £ > 0 there exist X e ( - 1 , 0) and E > 0 such that
where l^q^co and
= ttq(2-t)-Nol)/2qo1Y
 1(2
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(b) Suppose that N = l and that t ^  0. Then for e > 0 there exist A e ( - 1 , 0) and
£ > 0 such that
where 1 «s # *s <» and
= ((q-o1)/2qo1 ifl^q«x>,
7
 \l/2o1 ifq = «>-
(c) We have that 0 e B(p) under the following conditions: either
N^2, 0^t<2, No1<p(2-t),
and, ifN^3andp$ [2, 2N/(N-2)],
(N -2)on< 2 (2 -0 ;
or
N = l, f^O, and o1<mdx{p(2-t), p).
Proof. We accomplish the extension to 1 =s q «s <» in three steps:
(i) for N s* 3 we extend to (2N/(N - 2), oo);
(ii) for N ^ 1 we extend to [1, 2);
(iii) for N ^ 1 we extend to q = oo.
(i) As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, for (A, u)eS = V, we can write u = E"=i w,-
where M, satisfies
-Aw,(^) - kufa) = ht(x) and ht(x) = r(x)a( \u(x)\Oi u(x).
Setting A = —k2 with k > 0, u,(x) = ufa/k), and u = S"=i vh we find that
-AU,(X) = -A:-2AWI(JC/A;)
= k-2{hi(x/k)-k2ui(x/k)}
= -Vi{x) + k-2hi(x/k).
Thus
for K p < o o ,
by Proposition 4.3. By the Sobolev embedding, it follows that, for Kp < <*>,
^ (5.13)
where p^q^Np/(N-2p) if p <%N and p^q<oo if p^±N. The inequality
(5.13) can be written as
q)\hi\p (5.14)
and
r
p
 \u{x)\{Oi+l)p dx
f ( f rpSidx) 7 [ \u(x)\(Oi+l)pt>dx) \
where s( > 1 and 1/5, + 1/f,- = 1. If / > 0, we choose 5, such that pstt >N. If t = 0,
we choose s, = +<». Then
provided that 5, ^  1, 1/5, + 1/r, = 1, and ps,f > N (5, = 00, f. = 1, if / = 0).
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Suppose that the desired estimate is true for q e [2, T\. By Theorem 5.7 we can
suppose that T ^  2N/(N - 2). For e > 0 we set
^H11}'1P.= .,„ . .^  + ^ V ^ and s,=
for 1 ^ i «s n (5, = +00 if t = 0). Then
 Pistt > N, when t > 0, s, > 1, and furthermore
p, > 1 because
N(l + e) T N 2N N IN 2N
for N ^ 3 since an ^ 2(2 - t)/(N - 2). Thus
by (5.15), where
i/(N-2Pi) XPl<iN,
I
9
Now the choice of s, and p, ensures that p,(a, + l)f, = T, and so, since the desired
inequality is true for |-|r, we obtain
(5.16)
where yT = (T(2 -t)- No1)/2o1 T, for
l^NPi/(N-2Pi) itPi<iN,
Using the formulae for
 Pi and yT, we see that the exponent of k in (5.16)
simplifies to
q(2-t)-Nal
oxq
where
„ 2a. t tot
3= -2e(a, + 2).
If Pn ** 2^ > this establishes the desired inequality for q e [2, °°). If
 Pn < 2N, the
desired inequality has been established for 2^q^NPn/(N — 2Pn) and we note
that NPJ(N - 2Pn) > T since
2(2-0 . 2N
on< )T J andN-2 — N-2
Setting rx = TPJ(N — 2Pn) and proceeding by induction as in the proof of
Theorem 4.5, we construct an increasing sequence of intervals [2, Tk] on which
the desired inequality is satisfied. Setting
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we have an increasing sequence {pn(k)}. If pn{k)^\N for some k, the result is
established for q e [2, «>). If we suppose that /?„(*) < i N for all k eN and set
/ - lim^oo Tk, we find that
/ =
since
•*4--t-1 =
NPnW
N-2Pn(k)
This implies that
p t I 2N ( 2 - Q _ 2 ( 2 - Q
a
" ~ I_AT 7V(l + e)J > (A^-2) TV ~ N-2
since / > 2/V/(/V - 2). Since we have assumed that on < 2(2 - 0/(N - 2), we can
conclude that pn(k) s* JN after a finite number of steps. This completes the proof
of Step (i).
(ii) For Step (ii), we consider first the case covered by part (a) of Theorem 5.7.
Since u = uk > 0, we have by Lemma 5.8 that
n
1 = 1 JRN i = l
for (*5sl and l/a+l/f$ = l. Furthermore, kU<°° if <xt>N (for f = 0 we set
a- = +oo). Thus for a ss 1 with at > N by Step (i), we obtain
u\q ^ C \xr'< ( 2 |M|S?,)/I) ^ C lAp^ 2 |A|<*-**+«>) , (5.17)
where
= (^ + ^ ( 2 - 0 -
7
provided ax + ^ ^ 2. But if |A| < 1,
x (a1 + ^)/S(2-0-A^^i ,
2oxp
and
\u\ ^ (J ni-(l/9)+((^i+9)/3(2-0-^ori)/2a1/3«-(e/q')(CTB+9) (5 18)
Setting or = (N/t)(l + e) and simplifying the exponent of |A| in (5.18), we find that
and the desired inequality is established for q 2*max{l, 2 — ox). This argument
can be repeated inductively to prove the desired inequality for q s*
max{l, 2 — * a j for all * e f^ J. This proves the assertion (a).
For part (b), since N= 1, we need only extend the range of q in Theorem
5.7(b) to [1,2). Furthermore, if 0^**51, the conclusion follows from part (a).
Supposing that / ^ l we obtain (5.17) for o1 + q^2, as in Step (ii) of part (a)
except that now
=
2a1(at
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Hence
(yi-e)(oi + q)^^^-- —
and so
\U\ «C C IA | -(1 /9)+((C T i+ <?)/
Setting or = (1 + e)/t and noting that f $= 1, we find that the exponent of |A| is
greater than
q- ox e
This proves the desired inequality for ^^max{l, 2 - a J and the proof is
completed by induction as in part (a).
(iii) By Steps (i) and (ii), we know that the result is true for all q e [1, «).
Furthermore, in the Sobolev embedding (5.13) we can allow q = « provided that
p > *iN. The result now follows using (5.15) as in Step (i).
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